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ABSTRACT
In the 21st century, the once-considered tallest building in the world is constantly
challenged by taller skyscrapers every year. However, as the building rises higher, the
vibration problem emerges as well. This becomes a stumbling block to engineers who
aim for both safety and comfort of residents in this competition. Different approaches
have been proposed in order to alleviate the excessive vibration. Among those,
multifunctional control devices raise great interests. Devices that mitigate vibration and
harvest vibrational energy simultaneously are especially promising due to the craving
for more sustainable building technologies.
Multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMD) are preferable vibration control devices in
the field of passive structural control. Compared with conventional single TMD that
suffers from frequency detuning effect, the proposed MTMD, TMD units arranged in
parallel, suppresses broader bandwidth and thus provides a more robust control. In this
article, a new type of MTMD, called electromagnetic MTMD (EM-MTMD) is developed
to refine the existing viscous dampers in the MTMD systems. By replacing the dampers
with electromagnetic rotary transducers, a more flexible viscous damping can be
achieved and the energy originally dissipated by the dampers could potentially be
harvested. Optimal control theory considering the inerter of rotary transducers was
studied and illustrated by numerical simulations. The results show that EM-MTMD not
only reduces the vibration effectively but also generates considerable amount of energy
under seismic excitations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Subjected to environmental excitation and man-made loadings, high-rise building
inherited with excessive vibration problem. This has always been a stumbling block for
engineers who aim for both safety and comfort of the residents. In order to overcome
this problem, different approaches have been proposed, among which, implementation
of passive tuned mass dampers (TMDs) has been a widely accepted solution after
numerous experimental verifications and practical applications. Compared to other
passive energy dissipation devices, TMDs is one of the most efficient solution regarding
the spaces or prices it costs. Tuned mass dampers, consisted by a free-to-vibrate-mass
connected with a properly designed spring and damping element, is the most widely
studied model in the literature (Frahm 1911; DenHartog 1985). It is a frequencydependent dynamic damper that transfer vibration energy from the controlled building
to the attached mass and further dissipates it. However, derived from the frequencydependent characteristic, TMDs was found sensitive to the frequency uncertainty or
variation of the controlled building over time (Lin et al. 2001), called detuning effect.
Detuning effect significantly degrades the control performance of TMDs, especially
when the controlled building is subjected to harmonic/narrow band excitations.
To address detuning effect, different strategies were proposed to enhance the
robustness of TMDs. One of such strategy is to employ controllable spring to the
stiffness mechanism (Lin et al. 2015) which utilize semi-active control law to adjust
dynamic behavior of the TMDs. Alternatively, robustness can be achieved by use of
multiple tuned mass damper (MTMD). MTMD consists of multiple units of singledegree-of-freedom (SDOF) substructures arranged in parallel. By this arrangement, it
creates a broader control bandwidth than a single TMD. With the same mass, it
achieves a more robust control performance regardless of the variation of controlled
primary structure. The concept of MTMD was first proposed by Xu & Igusa, 1992. Since
then, numerous studies on the design approach and control efficiency have been
carried out theoretically (C., F., & L., 2005 Wang & Lin, 2005 Hoang & Warnitchai,
2005).
Despite being widely accepted in practice, one of the inherent drawbacks of
implementing TMDs/MTMD is the use of viscous damper. Traditional viscous damper
suffer from problems such as limited stroke and overheating which are unnecessary
obstructions for the construction of MTMD/TMDs. Firstly, it has been reported that the
overheating property of viscous damper may result unexpected damping behavior. Also,
limiting stroke of viscous damper may restrict the possible maximum stoke of
MTMD/TMD (Lin et al. 2010). Both of them are unwanted characteristic for a necessary
part in MTMD/TMD. To this end, electromagnetic damper was proposed to reform the
current design of energy dissipating device in recent studies. Cassidy, Scruggs,
Behrens, & Gavin, 2011 utilized a back-driven ball-screw mechanism coupled with
rotary transducer to harvest energy from large scale buildings. Zhu, Shen, & Xu, 2012
presents theoretical and experimental study of linear transducers as a linear damper for
both vibration damping and energy harvesting. Both Tang & Zuo, 2012 ; Shen, Zhu, &
Xu, 2012 fabricated a scaled-down model equipped with rotary type electromagnetic
TMD (EM-TMD) to investigate simultaneously energy harvesting and vibration control
of EM-TMD. Most recently, Liu, Lin, Parker, & Zuo, 2016 derived a close-form optimal
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(damping capacity per unit volume) than linear ones (Graves 2000; Palomera-arias
2005). This conclusion indicates rotary electromagnetic transducers are more suitable
to implement in large-scale civil structure. Moreover, it is well known that permanent
magnet direct-current motors (DC motor) can be directly used as rotary electromagnetic
transducers (generators). Therefore, it has been chosen in this study to use DC motors
as rotary electromagnetic transducers. Hereinafter the rotary permanent magnet DC
motor will be referred as a generator.
By using electricity as its dissipative mechanism, the electromagnetic damper has
flexibility not available with other damping devices provided. For example, the
electromagnetic damper can operate as a passive damper, semi active damper or
actuator (McDaid andMace 2013) without any physical changes to the device as
shown in Fig. 1. The upwards and downwards arrows in the figure indicate the
directions of energy flow.
However, the scope of this study concentrates on passive and energy-harvesting
operation of the electromagnetic damper. By connecting the generator with a DC-DC
harvesting circuit controlled with a pulse-width modulation (PWM), passive damping
and energy-harvesting can be achieved simultaneously. The harvesting circuit can be
modelled as a resistor
under moderate assumption (Lefeuvre et al. 2007 ; Tang
and Zuo 2012). More detailed characteristic of the harvesting circuit will be discussed in
section 2.3.
It should be noted that the DC-DC harvesting circuit can series with a resonant circuit
instead of direct connection to the generator to further magnify harvesting performance
according to the literature (Liu et al. 2016).
2.2 Electromagnetic Torque-Angle Relationship
This section aim to model the dynamics behavior of the generator, especially, the
electromagnetic torque – angular relationship. As shown in Fig. 1, the generator can be
modelled as series connection of an inductor
, a resistor
and a dependent
. Subscript “gen” herein represents it is contributed by the
voltage source
generator itself. If the generator is attached to a rotating mechanical system, according
to Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction, the magnitude of induced electromotive
force (EMF)
will depend on relative angular velocity
of the mechanical
system. Based on Lorentz force law, induced electric current
in the generator coil
back into the mechanical system following the
will further produce a torque
relationship
(1)
(2)
where
and
are the motor back EMF constant and motor torque constant,
respectively, and they are dependent on the geometric and magnetic properties of the
generator. Since these two constants have the same value and unit ( ∙ /
, ∙ /
), they will be replaced by
later on in this paper.

For a closed loop circuit, it follows Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL) , that is, the directed
sum of the electrical potential differences (voltage) around any closed network is zero.
0

(3)

where
represents the internal inductance of the generator.
is the total
resistance of the closed circuit which equals the sum of internal resistance of the
generator
and external load resistance
.
Take Eq.(1) and Eq. (2) into consideration and insert to the above equation. The overall
electromagnetic torque from the generator can written as
(4)
To investigate the equivalent effectiveness provided by the electromagnetic damper,
we further calculate the Fourier transformation of Eq. (4).and rearranging terms results
in Eq. (5).
∙

∙
(5)

where the first term can be interpret as equivalent rotational damping
and the
second term as equivalent rotational stiffness . It indicates the linear equivalent
and
are dependent on the excitation frequency .
Rewriting Eq.(5) in the form of linear torque-angle relationship as follow
∙

∙
(6)

, we can further define a lumped coefficient
/
. Due to the typically
low frequency feature of the primary building (civil buildings) and the relative small
of the generator, that is
≪
and
approaches 0, the effect
value of
of the coil inductance is neglect able in this study. Inserting
and
→ 0 into Eq. (6), we have the following simplified equation.
(7)
The resulting EM damping force is proportional to rotational velocity, and thus the
electromagnetic damping can be viewed as linear viscous damping when the EM
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Finally, free body diagram of the pinion (rack)
;

Inserts
Eq.(7) into above equations, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of
an electromagnetic damper with transmission system are shown below
1

̃

̃

̃

(11)

(12)

where
̃

(13)

denotes electromagnetic damping coefficient. ̃
stands for the parasitic damping
coefficient accounting for various mechanical losses including friction losses,
transmission losses and magnetic losses. In the perspective of two port model, the
equivalent derivation leads to two linear parameters which are rotational inertance
and rotational damping coefficient ̃ , respectively.
2.4 Regenerative Energy Interface
DC-DC harvesting circuit controlled with a pulse-width modulation (PWM) can be
modelled as a resistor under moderate assumption (Lefeuvre et al. 2007)(Tang and
Zuo 2012). In the literature detailed design of the harvesting circuit is designed and
tested, and the result shows a promising energy harvesting capacity. However, in this
since a resistor is
study, the harvesting circuit is simplified to a variable resistor
enough to simulate the behavior of the harvesting circuit. Since the circuit design is not
in the scope of this study, the implementation of variable resistor is to estimate the
potential energy harvesting capability by the EM-MTMD system.
Assuming a lossless energy harvesting condition we define in Fig. 1 the
potentially harvestable power as
(14)
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;

.

.

;

. ̃

(18)

.
are
diagonal matrices where subscript “ ” indicates the substructure (TMD units)
and accent grave “~” denotes it is the contribution from electromagnetic damping
device.
,
and
are mass, damping coefficient and stiffness coefficient of
th TMD unit
1,2, … , .
and ̃ are inertance and damping coefficient
contributed by the electromagnetic damping device of th TMD unit. worth mentioning
here is
and ̃ take accounts of parasitic damping of linear guide, etc. and …,
respectively. Finally,
;
;

(19)

are interaction matrices where subscript “ ” are 1
matrices which indicate the
matrix is an influence to primary building from the substructure and vice versa.
is an
1 vector with each element equal to 1.

4. OPTIMAL EM-MTMD DESIGN FOR VIBRATION CONTROL
4.1 Simplified Dimensionless Parameters Considering Engineering Economy
It can be seen from Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) that once the generator, gearhead and
pinion models are selected by the engineer, the corresponding inertance contributed by
the th transmission system
is determined. Therefore, considering the economy
of engineering, that is, not to over design excessive parameters that has limited effects
on the performance, we simplified the parameters by the following equations
⋯

⋯

(20)

⋯

⋯

(21)

where subscript “0” denotes it is the universal value among all the TMD units. The
above simplification indicates a single design (model) of transmission system and
mechanical spring is used among the TMD units in EM-MTMD. It is well known that
responses of optimized multiple TMDs has similar responses, thus, has similar
operating condition among the transmission systems and among mechanical springs.
Moreover, it is shown later in this paper that instead of being an optimizable parameter,
the inertance
is actually a given parameter in the optimization process. It is worth
mention that damping coefficient ̃ is not included in the simplification considering
engineering economy. Since the damping coefficient ̃ is determined only if the
value of variable resistor
is specified besides the above selections, it is
unnecessary to confine its value which can be easily adjusted.
Finally, by applying the above simplifications, we organize relevant dimensional
parameter of EM-MTMD in Table 1 in which
̃

̃

̃

̃

(22)

is a lumped damping coefficient defined here to reduce unnecessary complexity in
similar parameters. Also, dimensionless parameters are defined in advance in Table 2.
In conclusion, the first simplification in Eq. (20) is a reduction of design parameters
which does not sacrifice the optimization performance. As for the second simplification
in Eq. (21), considering it is an optimizable parameter, (Wang and Lin 2005) reported
insignificant sacrifice is made. More detailed discussion regarding the optimization
process will be made later in section 4.3. It can be concluded that from Table 1 and
Table 2, the process of nondimensionalization is simplify reduce the number of given
parameters, however the number of optimized parameters still remains the same.

Table 1 Dimensional Parameters in Transfer Functions and Performance Index
Notation

Final Definition with
Additional Relationships

Definition

Description

Given Parameters
;

Assumed value of

Assumed value of total
mass of all TMD units.

Mass of
building.

(Fig. 3)

the

primary

(Fig. 3)

Damping coefficient of the
primary building.

(Fig. 3)

Stiffness of the primary
building.

(Eq. (11))

~

Inertance of different
TMD units. Simplified to a
single universal value
from Eq. (20).

Optimized Parameters

~

̃

~

(Fig. 3)

Mass of different TMD
units.

̃

(Eq. (12) & (13))

Lumped
damping
coefficient Eq. (22) of
different TMD units.

~

~

Stiffness of different TMD
units. Simplified to a
(Fig. 3)
~
single universal value
from Eq. (21).
(The prime symbol “ ’ ” indicates it is an optimized parameter in the process of design
instead of a pre-known (given) parameter.)

Table 2 Dimensionless Parameters in Transfer Functions and Performance Index
Notation

Definition

Final Definition with
Additional Relationships

Description

Given Parameters
Mass ratio. Assumed
value of total mass of all
TMD units divided by
mass of the primary
building.

⁄

Damping ratio
primary building.

2

of

the

Mean inertance ratio, total
inertance divided by total
mass of all TMD units.
Additional
relationship
from Eq. (20).

⁄

̃
̃

2
̃

⁄

Lumped damping ratio Eq.
(22) of different TMD
units.
Additional
relationship from Eq.(21).

2

⁄

1~

Independent

Optimized Parameters

Damping ratio of different
TMD units. Additional
relationship from Eq. (21).

Dependent

Mass ratio. Mass of
different
TMD
units
1⁄
divided by the mass of
⁄
primary
building.
⁄
Additional
dependent
relationship from Eq. (21).
(The prime symbol “ ’ ” indicates it is an optimized parameter in the process of design
instead of a pre-known (given) parameter.)

4.2 Normalized Transfer Functions
Performing the Fourier transforms of the terms in Eq.(15), and assume that there
is no direct force acting on the primary structure
0, gives
(23)
is the frequency of the ground acceleration.
and
where
√ 1, and
are the Fourier transform of displacement response and ground acceleration,
respectively. The displacement vector of the building and the stroke vector of MTMD
can be represented in frequency domain, and further offer the displacement complex
transfer function of the SDOF primary building
(24)
where
(25)
It should be noted that the inverse of matrix
numerically or analytically.

in Eq. (25) can be solved either

(26)

/

/

(27)

Here we introduce a normalized transfer function which reflect the displacement
response of the primary structure in normalized form. Since the left sided is organized
so that it is normalized, it is for sure the right side of equation is normalized
(dimensionless).
Furthermore, we define a normalized transfer function of a uncontrolled SDOF primary
building (without EM-MTMD)
1
/

/

2

1

(28)

where
(29)

is defined as a unit less variable that represents the frequency ratio between. Similarly,
dimensionless parameters for (27). can be found in Table 2 previously defined.
4.3
Optimization Parameters of EM-MTMD
If a system is subject to a random vibration input,
norm is better for evaluating
the performance, since it is the RMS value of the performance under unit white noise
norm of a stable continuous-time system with transfer
input (Newland 2012). The
function
is defined by
1
2

‖ ‖

(30)

Herein performance index, which is the ratio of mean-square displacement of the
controlled structure with and without MTMDs under white noise excitation.
〈 〉
〈 〉

/

〈

(31)

/

〉
(32)
/

where
uniform

denotes power spectrum density with a unit of m s/rad . By assuming
and insert Eq. (32) into Eq. (31), we have the performance index
/

(33)
/

/

The optimization was performed by minimizing the performance index
0, ⋯ ,
̃

0, ⋯ ,
̃

0
̃

(34)
0, ⋯ ,

0, ⋯ ,

0
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Table 3 Designed Dimensional and Dimensionless Parameters of the Scaled-down
Structure
Designed Value
Designed Value
Notation
Notation
EMEMEMEMEMEMTMD1
TMD2
TMD3
TMD1
TMD2
TMD3
Given Parameters
120

(kg)

0.02
6000

(kg)

426.97

(N×s/m)

0.02

18990.0
(3.53 sec)

(N/m)

0.7

(kg)

0.0168

(kg)
̃

(N×s/m)
(N/m)

39.6

46.1

34.3

4.50

5.14

4.17

INDE
DEP.
P

Optimized Parameters

121.8
(3.58 sec) (3.87 sec) (3.33 sec)

̃

0.0066

0.0077

0.0057

0.0324

0.0343

0.0323

0.9857

0.9137

1.0592

5.3 Vibration Control Performance of EM-MTMD
To investigate the performance, responses of designed EM-MTMD are simulated
when subjected to five ground acceleration records. These five ground acceleration
records are (1) Chi-Chi: The E–W component recorded at the campus of National
Chung Hsing University (NCHU), Taiwan during the Chi-Chi earthquake of September
21, 1999. (2) Kobe: The N-S component recorded at the Kobe Japanese
Meteorological Agency (JMA) station during the Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake of
January 17, 1995. (3) Hachinohe: The N-S component recorded at Hachinohe City
during the Tokachi-Oki earthquake of May 16, 1968. (4) El Centro: The N-S component
recorded at the Imperial Valley Irrigation District substation in El Centro, California,
during the Imperial Valley, California earthquake of May 18, 1940. (5) a Gaussian white
noise.
Since the allowable stroke of EM-MTMD units is 50 cm, the PGA of all ground
acceleration records are scaled down so that the stroke response would match the limit.
The scaled-down PGA value are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.
The acceleration and displacement response of the primary building when
subjected to Chi-Chi Earthquake with and without EM-MTMD are presented in Fig. 6.
The reductions of maximum and root-mean-square responses when subjected to other
ground acceleration records are also organized in Table 4. It can be seen that the

responses are significantly reduced by the EM-MTMD with an average RMS.
reduction of -29%. Moreover, to investigate the potential harvestable power for the
three electric load in the EM-MTMD units
, the instantons power responses are
~
simulated according to Eq. (14). The instantons power responses of three electric load
when subjected to Chi-Chi Earthquake and other ground acceleration records are
presented in Fig. 6 and Table 5. The result shows considerable electric power can be
harvested for a scaled-down experimental rig.

Fig. 6 Relative Displacement and Absolute Acc. of the Primary Building When
Subjected to Chi-Chi Earthquake 1999, PGA = 30 gal.

Fig. 7 Power in the Electric Load of EM-MTMD Units When Subjected to Chi-Chi
Earthquake 1999, PGA = 30 gal.

Table 4 Relative Displacement of the Primary Building without and with EM-3TMD
When Subjected to Ground Accelerations.
RMS.
MAX.
Relative Disp. of the
Primary Building
w/o
with
w/o
with
(cm)
control
EM-3TMD
control
EM-3TMD
Chi-Chi Earthquake 1999
PGA = 30 gal

3.4

Kobe Earthquake 1995
PGA = 260 gal

3.6

Hachinohe Earthquake 1968
PGA = 60 gal

4.1

El Centro Earthquake 1940
PAG = 130 gal

4.9

Gaussian White Noise
RMS Acc. = 20 gal

4.4

2.1

6.7

(-38%)

6.0
(-10%)

3.0

9.8

(-17%)

9.5
(-3%)

3.0

8.8

(-27%)

7.8
(-11%)

3.6

13.4

(-27%)

12.7
(-5%)

2.8

10.4

(-36%)

7.4
(-29%)

Table 5 Power in the Electric Load of EM-MTMD Units When Subjected to Ground
Accelerations.
RMS.
Power in the Electric Load
of EM-MTMD
EM-TMD1
EM-TMD2
EM-TMD3
(W)
Chi-Chi Earthquake 1999
PGA = 30 gal
Kobe Earthquake 1995
PGA = 260 gal
Hachinohe Earthquake 1968
PGA = 60 gal
El Centro Earthquake 1940
PAG = 130 gal
Gaussian White Noise
RMS Acc. = 90 gal

0.6

0.7

0.2

0.6

1.0

0.4

0.5

0.2

1.0

0.7

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.7

6. CONCLUSIONS
This study aims to investigate the feasibility of a new type of MTMD system,
called electromagnetic tuned mass damper (EM-MTMD). Additionally, the author
proposes an optimization procedure for engineers to follow when applying EM-MTMD
to civil structures. Traditional viscous damper possess two unwanted characteristic for
a necessary part in MTMD (TMD) which are overheating and limited stroke.
Overheating property of viscous damper may result unexpected nonlinear damping
behavior and limiting stroke of viscous damper may restrict the possible maximum

stoke of MTMD (TMD). By implementing rotary transducer and transmission system to
the MTMD, a more refined energy dissipating device is proposed. This approach
achieves a more flexible viscous damping for MTMD (TMD) and gives the possibility to
harvest dissipated energy and transform it into usable electric energy while mitigate
vibration simultaneously.
EM-MTMD has a comparable vibration control performance to that of a traditional
MTMD system. The excessive vibration of the primary building can be significantly
reduced by the EM-MTMD if the designer follow the optimization method proposed in
this study.
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